
Submission to the Parliamentary Joint Select Committee
on Australia’s Clean Energy Future Legislation

By Dr Geoff Derrick BSc., PhD

This submission is made in the full knowledge that it will not be fairly considered by most on this committee
because of the historic biasses of the Labor and Greens party who dominate this committee; it is also submitted
in the full knowledge that this Government selected the Climate Commission Australia solely on the basis that
members of that committee had to be supporters of the theory of Anthropogenic Global Warming. From the
time that Messrs Flannery and Steffen were made senior members of that commission, there was only ever to be
one outcome. The views of dissenting scientists were never considered fairly and objectively, despite such
dissenting views being authored by highly qualified people ranging from working geologists like myself, to
professors of geology, physics, chemistry and atmospheric physics, and various winners of the Nobel prize in
various scientific disciplines. These are highly qualified people labelled as ‘climate deniers’ by many sitting on this
committee.

Most of those on this committee, by virtue of their education and career choices, have simply no idea of the
complexity and rationale of the science supporting dissenting views - namely that there exists NO valid scientific
evidence that demonstrates the globe is warming dangerously and that humans are responsible. That view is
largely political, NOT scientific.

In the pages that follow, I am firstly using words prepared by others which summarise the main issues. This is
necessitated by the limited time made available by the Government for proper consideration of this legislation.
Following these words, I am providing a few pages of my own submitted to politicians and journalists in March-

April 2011. My conclusion is that there is absolutely no reason nor justification

for introduction of a carbon tax
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- with 47 years of practical experience in acquiring
knowledge as to how our planet works, and how it

provides the intellectual basis and resources for
modern civilizations to prosper.



Even if we could hold CO2 levels fixed, the climate would continue to change because of other influences. In a time
of serious world problems, wasteful expenditures justified by nonproblems like CO2 make no sense."

“Painful changes in the U.S. economy are being justified by the mantra that the earth's climate is dictated by CO2 in
the atmosphere; elaborate computer models assert that doubling CO2 concentrations will warm the earth by an
intolerable three or four degrees Celsius, or even more. This is contrary to straightforward theoretical estimates and
empirical observations, indicating that the direct warming potential of CO2 is only about one degree Celsius, which
would most likely be a benefit to world. The recent European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN)
experiments, support extensive observational evidence that cosmic rays reaching the earth's surface have a large
influence on climate.

Additional important climate drivers include complicated fluctuations of major oceanic currents and volcanic
eruptions. Even if we could hold CO2 levels fixed, the climate would continue to change because of other influences.
In a time of serious world problems, wasteful expenditures justified by nonproblems like CO2 make no sense.

It is important for readers to understand that the U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), as well
as many other organizations invested in the idea that humans are the major cause of late 20th-century climate change, have
never been seriously interested in pursuing natural causes of climate change. Since inception, the IPCC has been nearly totally
preoccupied with trying to make the case for strong anthropogenic global warming (AGW), primarily via CO2 emissions. This
has led to biases and distortions of the scientific process, and the "tribal behavior" by climate scientists that we have seen in a
variety of contexts, e.g., the Climategate emails and IPCC report "errors."

The real scientific climate debate has been taken up by the so-called skeptics as they have searched to understand the
underlying causes of climate change, including both natural and anthropogenic sources. In fact, there are not one but two
roughly defined schools of thought. All agree that AGW is far smaller than the IPCC claims, and there exists a substantial body
of empirical evidence to support this. However, one school holds that the predominant influences arise from astronomical
sources, such as the cosmic-ray mechanism. The other school believes that the earth is quite capable of changing its climate
quickly and significantly via its own unforced chaotic variations.

The words of William Happer, Professor of Physics at Princeton University, 19/9/2011
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The words of Roger Cohen Ph D to the Wall Street Journal, 19/9/2011
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Nobel prize winner (Physics, 1973) Dr Ivar Giaever was a key scientific supporter to President Obama in 2008; he has justNobel prize winner (Physics, 1973) Dr Ivar Giaever was a key scientific supporter to President Obama in 2008; he has just
resigned (14/9/11 ) from the American Physical Society because of their misguided promotion of manresigned (14/9/11 ) from the American Physical Society because of their misguided promotion of man--made global warming fear.made global warming fear.



1. There is no evidence that carbon dioxide in the atmosphere controls the climate. There is strong evidence that global temperature controls the
amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere via the absorption or emission of the gas from the vast oceans.

2. There is no evidence that the current gentle warm era is unusual or harmful. There have been warmer periods in the past and all have seen a
profusion of animal and plant life.

3. In the broad sweep of climate change it is clear that life on earth has far more to fear from global cooling than from global warming. It is the ice
ages that cause massive extinctions. In the long history of life on earth, global warming has never been a threat to the biosphere.

4. There is significant evidence that solar cycles have a notable effect on global temperature and rainfall. The carbon tax will have no effect on
solar cycles.

5. Many of the climate scares, such as loss of corals and rising sea levels, are inventions or exaggerations. Corals have survived millions of years,
have adapted to rising and falling sea levels, and have moved north and south as earth's temperatures changed. Sea levels have been rising
slowly for thousands of years, long before steam engines were invented, and current changes are very gentle and not unusual.

6. It is nonsense to call carbon dioxide a pollutant. It is better called "The Gas of Life" as it provides the major source of food for all plant life which
in turn supports all animal life. Current levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere are lower than they have been many times in the past and
significantly lower than is optimal for all life. The climate of the globe is always changing and natural disasters have been a regular feature of
earth history for as long as geological and historical records exist. To suggest that man is suddenly causing every disturbing weather event is
just superstitious scare mongering.

7. To believe that a tax on some Australian businesses which emit carbon dioxide will have the
slightest effect on world climate is ludicrous.

8. It is obvious that the glib targets for 5-20% cut in carbon dioxide emissions by 2020 (in spite of
rising populations) can NEVER be actually achieved without a massive depression of economic
activity. A fake reduction may be achieved by forcing Australian companies to pay billions of
dollars to foreign carbon sharps for promises to cut their production of carbon dioxide. In most
cases, this will NOT result in any reduction in emissions – at best it will produce largely
worthless promises to not increase emissions in future. At worst it will be a massive fraud on the
Australian taxpayers and consumers. In all cases, it will see a massive transfer of Australian
wealth to foreign countries for zero climate benefit.

16 reasons from geologist Viv Forbes of the Carbon Tax Coalition
why a introduction of a ‘carbon dioxide’ tax is unjustifiable

Kids playing with carbon dioxide



9. The computerised climate models so beloved by the UN IPCC and the CSIRO have never made successful predictions and there is no reason to
believe they will ever mimic the complexity of factors affecting climate at any point.

10. Even if the warming projections from the scare forecasters were accepted, the minor changes in temperature envisaged are small compared to the
actual daily and annual variations in temperature experienced at any point on earth. The difference in average temperature between Brisbane and
Sydney or Melbourne is more than the worst global warming scares. The temperature change that occurs while we eat breakfast is probably
greater than any global warming that could be caused by carbon dioxide. The idea that laughably small temperature changes will somehow do
untold damage to life on earth is ludicrous.

11. It is obvious that there is no consensus on the science supporting the alarmist climate models. A very large and growing group of scientists with
relevant knowledge or experience is actively challenging the alarmist models. They will not go away.

12. Wind and solar energy can never provide reliable electric power at a cost the consumers can afford or Australian businesses can use in a
competitive world. They provide unreliable and intermittent power, at a high cost, and also need massive investment in backup power facilities and
new transmission lines.

13. Our large fleets of cars, trucks, trains, ships, dozers and aircraft are not going to run on sunbeams and sea breezes – they need coal, diesel, petrol
or gas to keep moving. If they stop moving, our cities will starve in a few days.

14. Subsidising and mandating the use of ethanol produced from food crops is a foolish policy with no benefits for the climate or the environment.

15. The suggestion that emissions from farm livestock are net additions of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere is just wrong. Every molecule of carbon
dioxide emitted by livestock is taken from the grass and grains the animal eats, which in turn is taken from the atmosphere by growing plants using
photosynthesis and energy from the sun. It is a continual carbon cycle that has been going in since ancient auroch cattle roamed Europe, bison and
antelopes roamed the American grassland, wild herds of grazing animals roamed free over all the African
plains, and kangaroos and bushfires regularly harvested the Australian grasslands.

16. The criticism that Australia leads the world in per capita emissions of carbon dioxide is a silly conclusion from
nonsense calculations. Australians are very large suppliers of coal, minerals, food and fibre to consumers all
over the world. We have a massive transport network to move this food, fibre, energy and minerals to our own
capitals and to world consumers. Those consumers should be the ones responsible for the emissions generated
by a handful of productive Australians to produce our flood of raw materials. Moreover our grasslands, rivers,
oceans and soils are net absorbers of carbon dioxide. A fair and more complete calculation would show that
Australia is a net absorber of carbon dioxide.

16 reasons (continued) from geologist Viv Forbes of the Carbon Tax Coalition
why introduction of a ‘carbon dioxide’ tax is unjustifiable

Cooking with carbon dioxide



A Message on Climate for Journalists and Politicians
for whom SCIENCE is not their first language

G M Derrick BSc, PhD (U of Q)
Consultant Geologist March 2011

This is about the CARBON TAX— devised by economic pygmies, driven by
idealogy, supported by flawed and hotly disputed science, and providing
NO measureable reduction in emissions and temperature despite the
outlay of billions of dollars. All this, in a country that calls itself ’CLEVER’.

“If liberty means anything at all,
it means the right to tell people
what they do not want to hear”

George Orwell

EXTRACTS FROM:-



Both sides of the argument should agree that
Climate Change is real—it has changed all the time
since this planet was formed 4500 million years ago

These are temperature—time graphs derived from Antarctic Vostok ice cores from 400,000 years ago to almost the present. Tem-
perature is derived from oxygen isotope measurements of entrapped air bubbles in the ice. Past warming and cooling periods are
clearly indicated. The argument, then, is about whether any warming is dangerous, and whether carbon dioxide is responsible.

(“Before present”)
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From: climate4you.com



The world goes about its business in a range of COThe world goes about its business in a range of CO22 concentrations. . .concentrations. . .

See Burt Rutan,
Aerospace engi-
neer http://
en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Burt_Rutan,
Jan 2010

Our present levels of CO2380ppm
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Submariners work up

to this level of CO2
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In England, we have the Central EnglandCentral England
Temperature Record (CET)Temperature Record (CET) - 351 years of

continuous measurement from 1659— there is NO
correlation of temperature with CO2

Graphs from http://www.c3headlines.com/

No dangerous warming trends here, and no relation of temperature
trends to rising CO2 trends (dotted line); see also Page 14.

Spiky data is year by year temperature variations,
with 5 year intervals shown on the X axis.LITTLE ICE AGE

1500 TO 1700

Blue line is smoothed
(averaged) temperature data

CO2 trend



What do actual observationsactual observations from balloon measurements show?

Temperatures from balloon
recording (radiosondes) show
NO HOTSPOT—in fact a de-
creasing temperature trend is
evident in the troposphere.

These charts compare
modelled rates of atmos-
pheric warming versus
ACTUAL OBSERVED
rates of atmospheric
warming, as determined
from balloon measurement
(only to 1999).

There is NO HOTSPOT.

There are also NOThere are also NO
surface hot spots.surface hot spots.

CLIMATE MODEL OBSERVATION

NO HOTSPOT HERENO HOTSPOT HERE
The MODELS ARE

WRONG; GIGO*

remains a factor of

concern and error.

Data from Thor;ne et al., 2005
appinsys.com

HOTSPOT modelHOTSPOT model

NO HOT SPOT HERENO HOT SPOT HERE

Graph from
http://www.c3headlines.com/

(9 to 15km)
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* Garbage in Garbage out



“We can alleviate poverty and protect the poor from theWe can alleviate poverty and protect the poor from the
(supposed) ravages of climate change by making them(supposed) ravages of climate change by making them
middle classmiddle class —— and that takes energyand that takes energy ( W Eschenbach, 17/3/11)

North Korea by
night: a low-carbon
economy

Keep our lights on — the best rate of carbon tax is ZERO
Thank you for taking this journey with me. Challenging ignorance remains a very noble cause-Thank you for taking this journey with me. Challenging ignorance remains a very noble cause-
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